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Work summary

Today, I have:

• Investigated “advanced” project templating in MonoDevelop. Everything
is customizable—with some effort—but there doesn’t seem to be a ready-
to-use mechanism to import a subtree generated by shelling out to an
external scaffolding mechanism. Punted on that for now, since that’s not
priority #1;

• Updated the Tizen project template to create a structure compatible with
the native-* SDK commands used for the generation of tpk packages;

• Pulled my hair and worked around the fact that MonoDevelop keeps
adding a .cs suffix to extension-less file names such as makefile. Setting
DefaultExtension="" doesn’t help. I am terribly ashamed—but this
works:

<File name="build" DefaultExtension="_data">...
<File name="make" DefaultExtension="file">...

• Pulled my hair because MonoDevelop keeps writing BOMs at the beginning
of the files it generates. I know that Microsoft suffers from BOM-mania,
but BOMs are not a good idea, dammit—plus, Make doesn’t like them
either. Worked around that hardcoded behaviour with a custom template
handler:

public class NoBomFileDescriptionTemplate :
TextFileDescriptionTemplate { ... }

• Implemented a recipe to combine/reorganize the (Intel/ARM) MonoTi-
zen RPMs into ZIP archives whose structure is compatible with the tpk
hierarchy. The recipe (in Makefile) has been pushed to:
https://github.com/kitsilanosoftware/MonoTizen.BuildScripts

• Adapted the Mono boot-up code to the tpk project structure, and arranged
for the include, library, and assembly paths to be correctly setup at compile
and run time;

• Built a tpk, in three steps:

1. “Build” in MonoDevelop;
2. Manual unpack of the aforementioned ZIP archive in the project

directory structure;
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3. Manual execution of native-make, native-packaging, and
native-install.

• Captured a screenshot! You can see:

1. A native HelloTizen project created by MonoDevelop.Tizen, in-
cluding the CommandLineBuild subdirectory containing the project
Makefiles;

2. The HelloTizen native application, with its generic Tizen icon, in-
stalled directly from the tpk file in the emulator (upper-right corner);

3. Activating the “app” causes it to start, print a sweet “Hello, Tizen!”
message to the logs, and exit successfully.

You may need to look carefully, because that log is very noisy.
(Oh, and there is also a segfault notification in there, but I don’t think
it’s directly related to our application: I’ve had quite a few crashes while
experimenting, and was seeing explicit crash notification popups. This
may be due to the fact that we don’t create a frame.)
Anyway. Hello, Tizen!
Pushed to:
https://github.com/kitsilanosoftware/MonoDevelop.Tizen

Figure 1: Hello, Tizen!
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On Monday, I plan to:

• Rebuild sets of Intel and ARM RPMs tracking the latest Mono 3.6.0
updates;

• Teach MonoDevelop.Tizen to include the required ZIP bundles in the
project structure when building the project;

• Teach MonoDevelop.Tizen to invoke native-make, native-packaging,
and native-install directly;

• Test our RPMs, tpks, etc. on the Samsung Z, in the remote lab.
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